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ABSTRACT

Comparative Study of Four-Year-Old Preschool Children
In the Area of Conservation

by

Joleen Mae Harwood, Master of Science
Utah State University, 1971

Major Professor: Dr. Carroll Lambert
Department: Child Development

The purpose of this study was to determine if four-year-old children are able to conserve and to investigate the influence of social class and sex on the development of this capacity. Collection of data was accomplished by interviewing forty preschool children on three conservation tasks, discontinuous quantity, continuous quantity, and mass. From the findings of this study, it was concluded that the development of the capacity to conserve is so limited among four-year-old preschool children that the influence of social class and sex of the child on conservation ability remains unknown.

(56 pages)
A child is not a miniature adult. He does not act in accordance with adult behavior, and especially, he does not think or reason as an adult. This idea that a child goes through different thought processes than an adult is rather new. It was unrecognized for several years that children must learn to reason logically. Jean Piaget, in the 1920's, was one of the first researchers to recognize this. While working with epileptic children, Piaget carried in his pocket four coins and four beads. He would place each bead by a coin, forming a line of beads and a line of coins in a one-to-one correspondence, and then hide one of the coins. When the three remaining coins were stretched out into a longer line, the epileptic children said there were more coins than beads. Piaget thought that he had found a test to help diagnose possible abnormal children. However, when he performed the same test on what were considered normal children, he found that they reasoned the same way as the epileptic children (Hall, 1970). This was the beginning of the concept that Piaget was later to call conservation. As Piaget began working with this concept, he found that it could be applied to several different areas besides number, such as liquid, weight, mass, volume, time. Gradually conservation became an
essential part of Piaget's developmental theory of intelligence.

Before conservation is attained, a child reasons that a change in the outward appearance of an object constitutes an internal change in certain properties of the object. A young child relies heavily on his senses, especially sight, to interpret the events that are happening in his world. If something looks different from how it was comprised in the original state, it must be different. When a child begins to conserve, he can see that certain properties of an object stay the same when the appearance of the object is changed. Flavell, who has done extensive research on Piaget's work, provides a concise definition of conservation which is congruent with Piaget's ideas. According to Flavell (1963a, p. 245), conservation is "the cognition that certain properties (quantity, number, length, etc.) remain invariant (are conserved) in the face of certain transformations (displaying objects or object parts in space, sectioning an object into pieces, changing shape, etc.)." This is the basic definition utilized for this study.

Several studies have attempted to set down the specific ages at which children acquire the various concepts of conservation. In Piaget's view of intellectual development, the child passes through four major periods: sensori-motor (birth to two years); pre-operational (two to seven years); concrete operational (seven to eleven years); and formal operational (above eleven years). It is not until the child reaches the first two operational stages around six or seven years of age that he begins to acquire the various concepts of conservation (Phillips, 1969). Elkind (1961a), in one of his replication studies of Piaget's work, states that the child masters the conservation
of discontinuous quantity and mass at about age six or seven. Uzgiris (1964) agrees with Elkind's findings concerning ages of conservation. The ages at which about half of the subjects in his sample conserved mass are reasonably consistent with those suggested by Piaget and other investigators.

According to Ginsburg and Opper (1969), Piaget has gone to great lengths to clarify some misinterpretations concerning these set stages with their specified ages. Each individual child varies in his own development, and this overall development varies from culture to culture. However, this development is continuous. Different groups of children may vary as much as two to three years in their attainment of conservation, but the pattern of development is similar for all children. Every child goes through three stages in acquiring conservation. First, the child is a non-conserver; second, in the transition stage, the child sometimes conserves and sometimes does not; and finally, the child has the complete concept of conservation. Therefore, a child is not characterized one day by stage one and the next day by stage three.

Lovell and Ogilvie (1959) found that the concept of conservation is applicable only to highly specific situations at first, and it increases in depth and complexity with experience and maturation. Thus, children who are conservers of continuous quantity in one situation are not inevitably conservers in another. Pratoomraj and Johnson (1966) concur that conservation responses seem situation specific at the younger ages and appear to become relatively general at age seven. Rothenberg (1969), in her study of younger children ages four and five, found that most subjects who were conservers on one or more problems did not tend to be conservers on all of them. Feigenbaum (1962) also
agrees that there is a strong positive relation between age and success in understanding the conservation principle. Success in solving the conservation tasks gradually increases with age until a full comprehension of the concept is attained. From these studies emerge a general trend of development. The child begins to acquire a limited understanding of conservation in the pre-operational stage, and upon entering the formal operational stage at approximately age eleven, the concept is complete.

Wohlwill and Lowe (1962) and Dodwell (1961), in testing children of various socioeconomic levels on Piaget-type tasks, suggested that the enriched environment of the middle-class child helps him to acquire the conservation concepts sooner than the lower-class child. Piaget has suggested that an enriched environment with many first-hand experiences does aid in the development of this concept (Furth, 1970). However, Rothenberg (1969) felt that lower-class children are most likely to be inaccurately assessed in terms of conservation than middle-class children. This is due to a whole realm of attributes characteristic of the lower-class disadvantaged. Complexity of the language used in the conservation task would be most detrimental to the disadvantaged child. The lack of first-hand sensory experiences would also be an unfavorable condition.

Thus, it would seem that young middle-class children who have had numerous enriching experiences may be able to conserve in several situations where a lower-class child would not be able to conserve. These experiences may help the child to rely less on his sense of sight and more on other sensory and reasoning input. It is believed, therefore, that four-year-old middle-class children who have been exposed to
many first-hand sensory experiences in a preschool situation may have some knowledge of the conservation concept.

In comparing boys and girls and their ability to conserve, sex differences were found to be insignificant in the following studies: Pratoomraj and Johnson, 1966; Braine, 1959; Dodwell, 1962; Feigenbaum and Sulkin, 1964. This is contrary to what might be expected. In most cases girls mature physically at a younger age than boys. In some cultures this seems to prompt earlier development in other areas, such as social and emotional development. Girls in the western industrialized nations of the world have less difficulty adjusting to the school situation and usually do better in academic subjects than boys. Consequently, there is some reason to believe that girls in this western culture would be able to conserve at a slightly younger age level than the boys, although this has not been substantiated by research.

Statement of the Problem

The problem investigated in this study was the influence of social class and sex factors on the ability of four-year-old children to conserve, with specific reference to the following three types of conservation:

1. Conservation of Discontinuous Quantity (Number Conservation)
   The number of objects in a set does not change when mere physical arrangement of the objects is altered. The number of red chips in a row does not change when the row is fashioned into a stack of chips, so long as nothing is added or subtracted.

2. Conservation of Continuous Quantity (Liquid Conservation)
   The amount of liquid remains the same, or is conserved, whether it
is poured into one container or another, so long as nothing is added or subtracted.

3. Conservation of Mass or Substance

The amount of matter in an object remains the same during mere changes in form. The amount of play dough in a ball remains the same when the ball is flattened, so long as nothing is added or subtracted.

Purpose

Extensive research has been done on Piaget's concept of conservation, but much remains to be done, especially in coordinating findings and in verifying results. Several factors appear to play a significant role in the attainment of conservation. This study has focused on three of the factors involved, age of the subject, socioeconomic level of the subject, and sex of the subject. An attempt was made to measure the ability of four-year-old preschool children to conserve on three conservation tasks. The purpose of the study has been to determine if four-year-old children are able to conserve and to investigate the influence of social class and sex on the development of this capacity.

Hypotheses

1. A majority of preschool children, four years of age, will demonstrate an understanding of the three types of conservation: discontinuous quantity, continuous quantity, and mass.

2. Social class differences will influence the development of the ability to conserve among four-year-old children.
3. There will be a difference in the ability of four-year-old boys and girls of the same age in their ability to conserve.
Conservation of Discontinuous Quantity or Number Conservation

Most of the research pertaining to conservation has been done in the area of number conservation. It appears that, usually, this is the first concept of conservation that a child acquires. The pattern of development of number conservation follows a general pattern similar for all conservation. The child of about four years tends to center on either the length of the rows or on their density; the child of about five or six begins to decenter, and instead of concentrating on only one dimension, centers alternately on both length and density; and the child of about seven and above coordinates both of the dimensions simultaneously and relates them to the transformations performed (Ginsburg and Opper, 1969). Dodwell (1960, 1961) agrees with Piaget generally in reference to the acquisition of discontinuous quantity; however, he wishes to emphasize that the pattern of development is not precise or rigid.

Wohlwill and Lowe (1962) point out that inability to conserve is associated with failure to differentiate number from such irrelevant perceptual cues as length, and this has not received enough attention in Piaget's theoretical account of conservation. Peters (1967) found that the youngest child in his study (around four years of age) made his row the same length as that of the experimenter without reference to the number of objects in it. That is, the child was content to make a rough shape approximation. The child takes a visual approach to the comparison, and the first reaction is to focus upon the length of the
row. According to Peters, manipulation of the dimension, length, by the experimenter, may reinforce the subject's impression that this dimension is of prime importance. Zimiles (1963) discovered that in most conservation tasks, length is the variable that is manipulated. This being the case, it is to be expected that the subject would be more inclined to turn to this spatial orientation. Therefore, according to Zimiles, the decisive clue might be the change introduced by the experimenter.

It appears, then, that in most conservation tasks involving number, researchers are also dealing with conservation of length. Gottfried (1969) realized that in his own study the conservation of length more than number was relevant to the solution of the problem in training children in number conservation. The important variable, therefore, in Gottfried's opinion, was to leave length constant and only to vary number. Gottfried found that number conservation performance for all groups in his study was superior to length conservation.

Peters (1967) emphasized that if the objects used in the task have some value to the subject, the attention behavior will be greater. For example, dolls placed with cribs in a one-to-one correspondence are effective in stimulating the interest of young girls. The materials used and the way they are presented are crucial for almost any study, but they are especially pertinent in a conservation experiment, because the concept is involved with the materials directly. Feigenbaum (1962) in his study of young children found there was a definite relation between the number of beads used and success on the tasks. Namely, young children work best with the first few numbers of the number system, specifically, two, three, or four items.
In teaching conservation, several researchers have focused on relevant conditions for the apparent acquisition of conservation. Feigenbaum and Sulkin (1964) found that if they reduced irrelevant stimuli such as perception by blindfolding the child, he was able to grasp the concept of conservation with much more success. This supports the observation by some researchers that children can predict accurately the solution to a conservation problem if they do not see what actually happens. After the manipulations of the objects are observed, the child often changes his mind. This enhances the idea that children are focusing on the length or spatial orientation rather than the number.

There are some interesting studies attempting to induce conservation in children who are non-conservers. Some researchers feel that they have been successful in teaching conservation and maintaining lasting effects, while others have concluded that it is impossible to teach a child conservation until he is ready. That is, when a child is ready, this concept of conservation will unfold within him without any external supervision. Wallach and Sprott (1964) have claimed that they were able to induce number conservation in first-grade children by giving them experience with reversibility. Reversibility was defined as the recognition that two sets of objects which are initially matched can be matched again despite changes in rearrangement. According to the results, these children were able to transfer their learning to new sets of objects. Also, when the children were tested several weeks later, their concept of conservation was maintained.

Other studies do not agree with Wallach and Sprott. Kaplan
(1967) attempted to teach conservation to disadvantaged children who were non-conservers. The training included reversibility and also reinforcement which allowed the child to practice or train on the tasks. The study showed that while it was possible to train disadvantaged children to conserve number, the effects were not lasting. Because they forgot the concept, they could not have had a complete understanding. Findings from Sigel, Roeper, and Hooper (1966) indicate that given training in such operations as classification and reversibility, conservation, at some level, has a greater probability of appearing. From this, they concluded that children who were in the transition stage of conservation would benefit the most from the training experience. Wallach, Wall, and Anderson (1967) believe that in order for a child to conserve he must both recognize reversibility and not rely on inappropriate cues.

Estes (1956) did not agree with Piaget. Her conclusions were (a) that if children could count, they counted correctly whatever the arrangement of objects; (b) they did not confuse extension of line with increase in number; (c) they did not mistake an apparent increase with a true increase in number. This was the only study that differed significantly with Piaget. Although there are specific areas of disagreement concerning such things as Piaget's method, several other studies since 1956 have generally confirmed Piaget's theory.

Conservation of Continuous Quantity or Liquid Conservation

In comparison with number conservation, very little research has been done directly with conservation of continuous quantities such as salt or water. Results from number conservation studies have been
applied to conservation in general. Therefore, the principles and problems that were discussed under number conservation would also be applicable to liquid conservation. This concept is acquired in approximately the same period as number conservation; however, in most cases, the concept of liquid conservation develops somewhat after number conservation and somewhat before conservation of mass. Hyde (1959) and Beard (1957) both pointed out that the children in their studies who were non-conservers in a conservation task utilizing balls of clay (mass) were found to be conservers when using liquid in a conservation task.

Spatial orientation as it pertains to the height of a column of liquid is utilized as a perceptual cue by non-conservers. The problems of length conservation would apply in the same way but in reference to height rather than length. Therefore, the pattern of development of liquid conservation would follow the general pattern as that outlined for number conservation by Ginsburg and Opper (1969). The child of about four years of age tends to center on either the height of the column of liquid or on the circumference; the child of about five or six begins to decenter and concentrate on both of these dimensions rather than just one; and the child of about seven years or above coordinates both of these dimensions so that a concept of conservation is acquired.

Conservation of Mass or Substance

Research in the area of mass conservation has generally been in conjunction with conservation of weight and volume. Studies have concerned themselves with the order of development of these concepts. Elkind (1961b) in his replication study found that the conservation of
mass or substance did not usually appear before age seven to eight; the conservation of weight did not usually appear before the age of nine to ten; and the conservation of volume did not in most cases appear before the age of eleven. Conservation of mass is recognized to be at a higher level than conservation of number or liquid; so therefore, it is usually the last of these three types of conservation to be acquired.

The general organization of development is similar to number and liquid conservation; only in this conservation task, a ball of clay is predominantly utilized. In reference to Elkind's study (1961b), one of two identical balls of clay is rolled into a sausage shape. In the first stage of a child's development of conservation of mass, the child gives a non-conservation response because to his general impression the sausage is different than the ball. When the child is forced to break down this impression by explaining his answer, he judges the substance by single dimensions which he is unable to coordinate one with the other. In the second stage or transition stage of development, the child gives non-conservation responses in the sausage experiment, because to the child's impression the sausage is both more (in length) and less (in width) than the ball. He is unable to resolve the contradiction that it is more and less. When asked to explain his answer, he resorts back to judging the substance by one of the dimensions. It is not until the final stage that the child is able to conserve. This is, of course, very similar to the dilemma observed in number conservation and liquid conservation.

Smedslund (1961f), in his study concerning the acquisition of conservation of substance and weight in children, came to the conclusion
that external reinforcement such as practice or training on various tasks was not effective in bringing about the concept in children who were non-conservers.

Language and Question Format

Piaget adopted the clinical method in his research with conservation. This method is quite flexible and provides a general framework for questioning the child rather than a set or standardized form. This has been a major criticism of Piaget's work, so researchers have made a special effort to standardize the conservation tests by adopting a more stringent testing method. The essential feature of the testing method is a series of questions which are posed in the same way to all who take the test. In working through this method, researchers have found specific flaws, especially with the language used in the conservation tasks.

Braine (1959) believes that there are other factors besides logic which are involved in the studies of conservation. One of the major factors is probably vocabulary development. Braine emphasized particularly the meaning of words such as "measure," "same length," etc. In his opinion, the effect such factors have is probably to conceal the reasoning ability of many of Piaget's subjects. Wallace (1966) agrees that with the most common standard questions, a major problem arises in the interpretation of the subjects' responses. In other words, among the children who failed to conserve, it has not been possible to know whether this failure was due to inability to understand the vocabulary of the question or the concept of conservation or both. Braine and Shanks (1965) have suggested that non-conserving children interpret "same" as meaning "look alike" rather than numerically
equivalent. Hood (1962) has suggested that "more" may mean to the non-conserving child only that the shape of the set is changed, and that the space it occupies is greater than it was before.

Piaget recognized this himself when he stated:

It might be argued (in considering the responses of children at stage one) that the mistakes are due to lack of understanding of the words used. May it not be that the child does recognize that the number of bottles and glasses remain the same when grouped together and that when he says, there are more, he is merely expressing the idea that the shape of the set has changed and the space it occupies is greater. (Piaget, 1952, p. 105)

However, Piaget answers his critics by stressing the confidence and clarity of mind the child displays when he does reach stage three and is able to conserve in all situations. Therefore, Piaget would emphasize that the difficulty young children have in conserving is not all linguistic.

Griffiths, Shantz and Sigel (1967) stress the importance of assessing each child's comprehension of the key words, such as "same" and "more," used in the conservation questions, and/or training each child in his understanding of these terms before he is tested on his level of conservation attainment. Sinclair and Kamii (1970) taught a group of non-conservers the necessary vocabulary for conservation. They trained the children in the use of such words as "long," "short," "wide," "narrow." They wanted to ascertain if the concept of conservation would be attained once the language was learned. Their results were negative.

Hood (1962), from time to time in his study, took a definite non-conserver and carefully explained to the child just why his answer was wrong and what the correct answer should have been. Nineteen children were coached in this way and were retested after an interval of three to four days. In every case, the child on being retested was still a
non-conserver. It seemed evident to Hood that when a child was questioned immediately after the working session, he could usually give the correct response, but mainly because he was repeating to the examiner what he had in effect been told to say, and there was little or no evidence of temporary insight into the problem.

In the testing method utilized by most researchers dealing with conservation, there is a general format for the questions asked. Wallach and Sprott (1964) and Zimiles (1963) used a type of question containing a number of separate parts. An example would be, "Is there more water in this glass, or in this glass, or are they both the same?" According to Rotenberg (1969), this type of question is particularly difficult for young children to remember because it is long and complex. Hood (1962) feels that with three-part questions, children tend to repeat the last thing they were asked. Hood suggests that the most valid results can be accomplished by presenting standard single-event questions in several forms for each conservation problem.

Another important factor to consider is the hidden emotional connotations that may be found in the wording of some questions. Distinguishing the objects in a set by use of personal pronouns may lead to biased responses by the child. For example, by asking the child if he has more or if the experimenter has more, the child may answer according to his own personal feelings. If the child is told this is a game and he feels that he is in competition, he may respond consistently that he has more. He may try to please the examiner by saying that the examiner has more (Mussen, 1960).

Rotenberg (1969) states that questions dealing with a single event have the advantage of presenting a single phrase short enough to
be remembered. However, it does have the disadvantage of tending to favor either a conserving or a non-conserving response by virtue of the emphasis in the question on "same" or "more." Dodwell (1960), Elkind (1961b), Wallach, Wall, and Anderson (1967), and Wohlwill and Lowe (1962) all utilized a single-part question in their studies. Dodwell (1960) in his study used two presentations with equal numbers in each series; they differed only in the nature of the materials. He found that a much greater percentage conserved when the subjects were asked if there were the same number in the two sets than when they were asked which set had more. Rothenberg (1969) and Richards (1968) agree with Hood (1962) on the importance of using various combinations of these types of questions and to avoid making any conclusions based on the child's first response.

There is still controversy over the importance of the explanation given by the child in rating his ability to conserve. Some students only require a child to make a judgment about the transformation without explaining his answer. Braine (1959) argues that inappropriate explanation is merely an indication of the child's lack of verbal skills rather than the absence of logical operations. On the other hand, Smedslund (1961a) holds that an appropriate explanation is essential as evidence of conservation. Pratoomraj and Johnson (1966) noted, especially at the young age levels of four and five, the ability to explain a conservation response to one problem is no guarantee that this subject will show conservation in responding to other problems. Hunt (1968) suggests that previous findings have not indicated a clear-cut relationship between making a conservation response and the explanation offered by the child for his judgment.
METHOD OF PROCEDURE

Setting

Two preschool centers located in the Cache Valley area were chosen for the setting of this study. The Utah State University Child Development Laboratory is located on the Utah State University Campus. Applicants for admission to the USU Laboratory draw from a rather extensive waiting list. Many of the children are registered on the list a short time after they are born. Some applications are reserved for children with special problems and newcomers to the community. There are two classrooms in the laboratory; two classes meet in the morning and two classes meet in the afternoon. There are approximately twenty children with one master teacher and three to four student teachers in each class.

Millville Headstart is situated in a small farming community in Cache Valley. The program is located in a former elementary school building. There are two classes which meet in the morning only. Each class has one teacher with twenty children and one or more teacher-aides. One aide works full-time; the other aides include parents, university students, and community people who volunteer part-time. Children are selected to attend this program in accordance with the guidelines stipulated by the United States Office of Economic Opportunity.

Sample

The subjects included two groups of twenty preschool children, all four years of age (48 months to 59 months). One group of twenty
children, ten boys and ten girls, were selected from the Utah State University Child Development Laboratory, all subjects having attended at least one quarter in the laboratory prior to their attendance in the present quarter of testing. For the convenience of the examiner, the subjects were selected from the two morning classes. The number of girl subjects who met the qualifications totaled exactly ten, eliminating the possibility of a random selection of names, because all possible subjects were utilized. However, because there were not enough boy subjects who qualified, four boys were selected from one of the afternoon classes. This included the first four boys on the alphabetical listing of names who met the requirements.

The other group of twenty children, ten boys and ten girls, were from the Millville Headstart program, all having attended Headstart during the fall of 1970. For this study ten children, five boys and five girls, were selected from each of the two morning classes. The subjects who qualified were selected from an assortment of names, not alphabetically listed. With the exception of two names, all possible subjects were used in the study; therefore, a random selection of names was not employed.

Outline of Procedure

Each subject was approached individually in the preschool situation by the examiner and persuaded to help the examiner play a game in an adjoining room for approximately four to five minutes. To help establish a successful relationship, the examiner was the only adult present with the child. The child and the examiner were seated next to each other with the materials for the conservation task placed on a table in front of them. Recording of responses was made on a tape
recorder which was turned on during the entire session. All forty children were tested during a six-week period from February 1 to March 12, winter quarter of 1971.

During the study, the examiner met with each subject three times, once for each type of conservation task; first, number; second, liquid; third, mass. All three tasks followed the same five-step procedure. First, sameness was established with two similar items. Second, a transformation was made with one of the items. Third, reversibility was applied by returning the transformed material to its original state. Fourth, a second transformation was made, different from the first transformation. The final step was to return the transformed material again to the original state. A similar three-part question was employed in all three tasks. The subject was only asked for a response on the first and final steps. However, for the second, third, and fourth steps, the child was asked to explain his response by answering the question, "Why?" If a subject did not respond the first time a question was asked, the question was repeated a second and a third time. The examiner used gestures to help illustrate the question when it was repeated. The question was also repeated in three separate parts rather than as one question. For example, the question for number conservation was divided into three parts when it was repeated. The first question was, "Are they the same amount?" The second question was, "Are there more blue chips?" The final question was, "Are there more red chips?"

The above information provides a general outline for the procedure. The specific materials and language, of necessity, had to be different
for each task. Therefore, the following three sections give a more complete description of the procedure for each task.

Number Conservation Task

Preceding task one, number conservation, the examiner introduced a warm-up task to establish rapport between the subject and the examiner. The materials for this task consisted of a large rectangular sheet of white paper (12 inches by 18 inches) with a solid black line through the center and twelve small red blocks from the cuisenaire set of rods. The rods were referred to as small blocks, because this was a more familiar term than rods. No standardized sets of questions were used. Instead, the examiner instructed the subject by using the blocks to demonstrate the concepts "same" and "more." To demonstrate sameness, two rows of six blocks were placed in a one-to-one relation on the sheet of white paper. The black line on the paper was used as a guide with a row of blocks on each side of the line. While still maintaining equal length for both rows, two blocks were taken from one side and placed on the other side of the black line. This was to demonstrate the concept "more." To re-establish sameness, the blocks were rematched in a one-to-one relation. This warm-up task took approximately two to three minutes.

The materials for the number conservation task included five round plastic red chips (diameter 1 1/2 inches), five similar blue chips, and the same sheet of white paper (12 inches by 18 inches) previously used in the warm-up item. The examiner made a straight line with five red chips, approximately one-half inch apart, parallel to the black line on the top half of the white sheet of paper. Next, the examiner handed the subject the five blue chips and told the subject, "This row of red
chips will be mine. You make a row of blue chips on this side of the paper (bottom half of the paper). Now you have a row of blue chips the same as my row of red chips." The examiner offered verbal and physical help in placing the chips in the appropriate place when necessary.

For number conservation, the standard three-part question was, "Are they both the same, or are there more blue chips or are there more red chips?" The subject was questioned after each of the five steps. After the second, third, and fourth responses, the examiner asked the subject, "Why?" For the first transformation, the examiner spread the row of red chips so that each chip was approximately 1 1/2 inches apart. In the third step, the subject was asked to place each one of the blue chips by one of the red chips, to reverse the transformation and to establish a one-to-one correspondence. The fourth step involved the second transformation. The examiner compressed the row of red chips so each chips was approximately one-fourth inch apart. In the final step, the subject was again told to place a blue chip by each red chip. (Refer to Appendix--Data Collection Sheet I.)

Liquid Conservation Task

The materials included four clear glass containers with holding capacity of 250 milliliters each and one clear glass pitcher containing colored red water. No measurement markings appeared on any of the containers. Each glass had a small spout molded into the rim to promote easier pouring. Each of the glasses were the same identical size, while one glass was clearly shorter but wider than each of these two, and one clearly taller but thinner than these two. After the subject entered the room, the examiner gave one of the identical glasses to the
subject and kept one for herself, explaining that both glasses needed to have the same amount of water. Giving the subject the pitcher of red water, the examiner encouraged the subject to fill the glass about half full. Then the examiner filled her glass to the same level.

The three-part question for liquid conservation was, "Are they both the same, or do you have more red water, or do I have more red water?" The examiner employed this question after each of the five steps; however, the subject was only required to explain his response after steps two, three, and four. For the first transformation, the subject was asked to pour his glass of water into the tall, thin glass. In the third step, to show reversibility, the subject was told to pour his water from the tall glass back into one of the two identical glasses. The second transformation involved having the subject pour the water from his glass into the short, wide glass. In the final step, the subject poured his glass of water from the short glass into the identical glass. (Refer to Appendix--Data Collection Sheet II.)

Mass Conservation Task

Blue commercial play dough was utilized for this task. The play dough was rolled into four balls before the subject entered the testing room. Two balls were identical in size, approximately 1 1/2 inches in diameter. The other two balls were very much different in size from the two identical balls and from each other. The large ball was three inches in diameter and the small ball was approximately one-half inch in diameter. When the subject entered, he was asked to choose the two balls that had the same amount of play dough from the array of four balls. If the subject needed some assistance, the examiner asked some pertinent questions concerning size of the balls, employing such terms
as "big" and "little." The large ball and the small ball of play dough were removed from the table. Next, the examiner gave one ball of play dough to the subject and kept one ball for herself.

For mass conservation, the question utilized was, "Are they both the same, or do you have more play dough or do I have more play dough?" After each of the five steps, the subject was asked this question. Again for steps two, three, and four, the examiner asked the subject for an explanation. The examiner asked the subject to make his ball of play dough into a worm for the first transformation. For some children it was necessary to demonstrate skills in working with clay, such as rolling it on the table or between the hands. The worm was rolled back into a ball by the subject in the third step to return the material to its original state. In the second transformation, the subject was told to smash the ball into a pancake. In the final step, the subject rolled the pancake into a ball. (Refer to Appendix--Data Collection Sheet III.)

Definition of Terminology

For each of the conservation tasks, a subject was classified as a conserver if he maintained that the two items remained the same through all five steps of the procedure, the critical steps in each case being steps two and four when the transformations were made. If a subject answered that the items were the same on only one of the two transformations, either the second or the fourth step, he was considered a partial conserver. If a subject failed to maintain that the items were equal for the two crucial steps of transformation, he was classified as a non-conserver. In arriving at a classification for each subject, the important criterion was the child's judgment.
Although, for parts of each task, the child was asked for an extended explanation to interpret his response, this was excluded in the final classification. After the results of the study were collected, a fourth category was also employed, which included subjects who did not recognize sameness on any step, even when the items were identical. This category was labeled nonclassifiable, possibly due to such factors as inadequate vocabulary, misconception of the requirements of the task, or other factors involved in the interview situation.

**Pilot Study**

For the pilot study, the same general procedure was utilized as has been outlined above. For each task, two items were compared by use of the terms, "same" or "more." For number conservation, two rows containing five chips each were compared; for liquid conservation, two containers of water; for mass conservation, two balls of play dough. The subject was asked if both items were the same or which item had more. In every case, the two items remained the same in amount. Thus, if a child was conserving, he would always respond that the items were the same. It was possible to phrase the conservation question in each task in two different forms. This was a crucial aspect of the study, because it has been found that children, especially young children, simply repeat the last phrase heard when given a multiple-choice question. Therefore, this became a language pilot study utilizing two forms of the same question. Question A format first asked if the items were both the same, or which item had more. Question B format first asked which item had more, or if they were both the same. It was hypothesized that if these children simply repeated the last phrase they heard, there would be a larger number of
conservers with question B format than with question A format.

Eight subjects were chosen for the pilot study, none of whom participated in the original study. Two boys and two girls were from the USU Child Development Laboratory, and two boys and two girls were from the Millville Headstart. All subjects were four years of age. Question A format was administered to four of these subjects, one boy and one girl from the USU Laboratory and one boy and one girl from Millville Headstart. Question B format was given to the remaining four subjects. For task one, number conservation, there were three conservers and one non-conserving subject with question B format. There were four non-conservers and no conservers when question A format was utilized. On task two, liquid conservation, question B format showed two conservers and two non-conservers. For question A format, all four subjects were non-conservers. The last task was mass conservation. Question B format resulted in one conserver and three non-conservers, while question A format again produced no conservers. The total for all three tasks indicated that with question B format there were six conservers and six non-conservers; for question A format there were no conservers. From this brief pilot study, it was surmised that the original study would possibly be more valid if question A format was utilized. This format first asked if the items were both the same, or which item had more.

All of the subjects in the pilot study demonstrated a general difficulty with language. Most of the children indicated a misconception of the words "same" and "more." Some of the children responded by saying, "this has more, and that has more," indicating that both items had more. The subjects seldom used the word "same," although it could
be assumed from the above statement that sameness was implied by the young child.

For each task, the subject helped the examiner make the transformations. For task one, number conservation, the subject placed the chips in a one-to-one correspondence. For task two, liquid conservation, the subject poured the water into the various containers. The subject molded the play dough into different shapes for task three, mass conservation. It was believed that participation by the subject would stimulate attentive behavior, and manipulation of the actual objects would encourage thought processes. In the number conservation task, it was found that most of the subjects could not position the chips in a one-to-one correspondence with one chip in front of another chip without some guideline to follow. Therefore, for this particular task, a large rectangular sheet of white cardboard (12 inches by 18 inches) with a solid black line through the center was appropriated for the original study. The chips were placed next to the black line as a guide, one set of chips on each side of the line. These young subjects also had a difficult time pouring the liquid in task two and in molding the play dough back into a ball in task three. Therefore, the examiner found it necessary to help some of these young children with these manipulations.

It was decided to administer a warm-up item along with task one, partly to provide base line data on the subject's understanding of the necessary concepts "same" and "more" and also to establish a comfortable relationship between the examiner and the subject. During the pilot study, some subjects were hesitant to leave the preschool situation with the examiner the first time. To help overcome this
apprehension, the examiner spent two mornings working in the Millville Headstart program to familiarize herself with all of the children. Because the examiner had previously been a student teacher in the USU Laboratory, the children in this situation were familiar with her. After some rapport was established, the subjects were all eager to help with the other two tasks.

The warm-up task consisted of twelve small red blocks from the cuisenaire set of rods. These items were referred to as small blocks, because this was a more common term than rods. No standardized sets of questions were used. The examiner placed six blocks on each side of the black line on the piece of white paper. The subject was not asked questions directly, but was told that both rows contained the same number of blocks. While still maintaining equal length for both rows, two blocks were taken from one side and placed on the other side of the black line, and the examiner and the subject discussed the concept "more." To re-establish sameness, the blocks were rematched in a one-to-one relation. From this warm-up period, which lasted approximately two to three minutes, the subject and examiner progressed directly into task one, number conservation. Therefore, this extended the length of time required for the first task to six to seven minutes because of the initial warm-up item.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Findings

The first hypothesis was that a majority of preschool children, four years of age, would demonstrate an understanding of the three types of conservation: number, liquid, and mass. This was not substantiated, because there were very few conservers in this total group of forty preschool children. With forty subjects and three tasks, there were one-hundred and twenty possible conservation responses. However, during the entire study for all three tasks, only four subjects were classified as conservers. Only two of the subjects were categorized as partial conservers. For the whole study, over fifty per cent of the responses were non-conserving responses, and over forty per cent of the responses were nonclassifiable. (Refer to Table 1.) A subject was classed as a conserver on the basis of his verbal responses to questions. Although the child was asked to interpret his responses part of the time, an adequate explanation was not considered essential for classifying a subject as a conserver. However, when taking this distribution into account, over sixty per cent of the explanations for each conservation task were categorized as perceptual interpretations. (Refer to Table 2.) In other words, to explain their responses, over half of the subjects relied on visual clues rather than conservation logic, lending further support to the impression that four-year-old children are unable to conserve. In analyzing the distribution of conservers for each task, none of the subjects in the main study conserved on all three tasks. Of the four
subjects who did conserve, only one subject conserved on task one, number conservation; only one subject conserved on task two, liquid conservation; and two subjects conserved on task three, mass conservation. (Refer to Tables 3, 4, and 5.) This further substantiates the finding that the major proportion of these four-year-old children were not able to conserve. The results from this first hypothesis had a direct influence on the verification of the following hypotheses.

Table 1. The distribution of responses for sex groupings and preschool groupings for all three tasks combined.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>conservers</th>
<th>partial conservers</th>
<th>non-conservers</th>
<th>non-classifiable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Girls Responses (60)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boys Responses (60)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USU Laboratory Responses (60)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Headstart Responses (60)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Responses (120)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(3 1/2%)</td>
<td>(1 1/2%)</td>
<td>(52 1/2%)</td>
<td>(42 1/2%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Percentage distribution of all explanations for the total number of subjects combined, according to type of conservation task.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Number Task One</th>
<th>Liquid Task Two</th>
<th>Mass Task Three</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conservation</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counting</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>not applicable</td>
<td>not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perception</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irrelevant</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Response</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Distribution of children by ability to conserve for task one, number conservation, according to preschool groupings and sex groupings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>partial conservers</th>
<th>non-conservers</th>
<th>non-classifiable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>conservers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USU Laboratory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>girls (10)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boys (10)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millville Headstart</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>girls (10)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boys (10)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Girls and Boys</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>girls (20)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boys (20)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Children</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USU Lab. (20)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Headstart (20)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Children (40)</td>
<td>1 (2 1/2%)</td>
<td>28 (70%)</td>
<td>10 (25%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Distribution of children by ability to conserve for task two, liquid conservation, according to preschool groupings and sex groupings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>partial conservers</th>
<th>non-conservers</th>
<th>non-classifiable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>conservers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USU Laboratory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>girls (10)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boys (10)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millville Headstart</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>girls (10)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boys (10)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Girls and Boys</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>girls (20)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boys (20)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Children</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USU Lab. (20)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Headstart (20)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Children (40)</td>
<td>1 (2 1/2%)</td>
<td>23 (57%)</td>
<td>15 (38%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5. Distribution of children by ability to conserve for task three, mass conservation, according to preschool groupings and sex groupings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>conservers</th>
<th>partial conservers</th>
<th>non-conservers</th>
<th>non-classifiable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>USU Laboratory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>girls (10)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boys (10)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millville Headstart</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>girls (10)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boys (10)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Girls and Boys</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>girls (20)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boys (20)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Children</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USU Lab. (20)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Headstart (20)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Children</td>
<td>2 (5%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12 (30%)</td>
<td>26 (65%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The second hypothesis was that social class differences would influence the development of the ability to conserve among four-year-old children. This hypothesis was also not supported. When all three tasks were combined, sixty conservation responses were feasible for each preschool group. The USU Laboratory had three conservers and two partial conservers as compared to the Millville Headstart which had one conservers and no partial conservers. (Refer to Table 1.) This slight difference took on shallow meaning when the total number of non-conservers was considered. It was not feasible to make any comparison in regards to social class due to the vast majority of children in this group who could not conserve. For each of the three tasks, the distribution of children for the two preschool groups was almost comparable in number, with never more than a difference of two subjects for each
category. For task one, number conservation, there was one conserver for Millville Headstart and no conservers for the USU Laboratory. (Refer to Table 3.) For task two, liquid conservation, there was one conserver for the USU Laboratory and no conservers for Millville Headstart. (Refer to Table 4.) There were two conservers from the USU Laboratory for task three, mass conservation, and no conservers for Millville Headstart. (Refer to Table 5.) All of this provided further evidence that there was not a measurable difference between the middle-class subjects, represented by the USU Laboratory children, and the lower-class subjects, represented by the Millville Headstart children.

The third hypothesis was that there would be a difference in the ability of four-year-old boys and girls of the same age, in their ability to conserve. This hypothesis was not substantiated either. With twenty subjects in each sex group and with the three tasks combined, this provided a basis of sixty conservation responses feasible for each sex group. The analysis of the total results showed that the boys had three conservers and one partial conserver, while the girls had one conserver and one partial conserver. (Refer to Table 1.) Further analysis of each individual task indicated that with regard to each possible category, these two groups were classified in a similar fashion. On task one, there was one boy conserver and no girl conserver. (Refer to Table 3.) The results for task two were identical to the results for task one, with one boy conserver and no girl conserver. (Refer to Table 4.) There was one girl conserver and one boy conserver for task three, mass conservation. (Refer to Table 5.) Thus, the boys and the girls in this study could not be compared, because the majority of both sex groups could not conserve.
Discussion of Findings

In support of Piaget's theory, the major proportion of four-year-old preschool children in this study were unable to conserve, because they had not yet reached the concrete operational stage of development. Those subjects in this study who did demonstrate conservation on one task, did not demonstrate this concept on all three tasks. (It should be noted here that one subject in the pilot study did conserve on every task and was able to adequately explain his responses.) This further substantiates Piaget's observation that young children advance through stages in the development of conservation. The child in the transition stage may conserve in certain situations, but not in all situations. Those subjects who did conserve were most probably in the transition stage.

One non-conserving subject made the comment that if he rolled his ball of play dough so many times, "it would get little, little, little." From such observations, it appears that development of language is correlated with the acquisition of the mental processes of conservation. With the attainment of conservation comes a working comprehension of the vocabulary involved. To say that a child does not understand the conservation task because he does not understand the vocabulary involved appears to have merit. However, a child does not acquire the mental meaning of a word until he has had concrete operations or experiences with the word to impart to it a workable definition. A subject cannot know conservation unless he understands the language; nor can he understand the language until he has had some practical first-hand experiences. Therefore, it is believed that most of the subjects had difficulty with the language involved in the conservation tasks,
because they did not have an intelligible grasp of the conservation concept.

One of the three classrooms used in this study from the USU Laboratory provided the children in their class with some experiences involving the conservation principle. The idea was introduced that objects can change shape or texture and still remain the same. The hard texture of macaroni was transformed during cooking; the same amount of water was poured into various containers. This happened during the first week of winter quarter, three weeks before testing began, unbeknown to the researcher. It was anticipated that because of these experiences, there would be more conservers from this morning classroom than from the other two laboratory classrooms. However, only one of the conservers in the results came from this classroom. The other two conservers and the two partial conservers were associated with the other two classrooms. This further substantiates the idea that a child will not conserve until he is ready.

Discussion of Non-conservers

Most of the subjects who were non-conservers followed a set pattern. Relying almost totally on perception, the subjects would answer according to what they had observed, whether this referred to dimensions of the objects involved in the task or the manipulations made by the examiner and the subject.

For task one, number conservation, length, and not density, was the discriminating dimension. If the two rows of chips were equal in length, they were the same amount; if one of the rows was longer, it contained more chips. Approximately seventy per cent of the forty subjects followed this pattern. They recognized that the rows were
the same for steps one, three, and five. For the first transformation, step two, when the red chips were spread apart, these subjects claimed there were more red chips. Only two of the subjects out of the total of forty children attempted to count the number of chips to arrive at their answer. However, both subjects counted incorrectly. (Refer to Table 3.)

In the case of task two, liquid conservation, height and width were both discriminating dimensions. When the liquid was poured into the tall, thin glass, the majority of subjects perceived this glass to contain more in amount. However, when the liquid was poured into the short, wide container, there was some confusion. Many subjects hesitated, unable to coordinate both of the dimensions. (Refer to Table 4.)

Because of the familiarity with the testing situation and the examiner, the subjects were much more verbal for task three, and there were fewer "no response" explanations. It appeared that because of the nature of the material (play dough), the subjects had more problems discriminating visual clues. They could not coordinate the dimensions of the object to obtain a satisfactory logical solution. For this particular task the subjects relied on manipulation of the object as a clue to the solution. Because the subjects had introduced some type of change to their ball of play dough, most of them discerned that in comparison with the ball shape, the worm shape and the pancake shape had more in amount. (Refer to Table 5.)

Contrary to expectations, there were approximately the same proportion of conservers for each of the three tasks. It was anticipated that there would be more conservers on task one, number conservation, than on task three, mass conservation, because number conservation is
usually acquired first from among the various concepts of conservation. There was one subtle indication to suggest that the subjects had more difficulty with task three than with task one or two. For number and liquid conservation, better than one-half of the subjects were classified as non-conservers. But for task three, only about one-third were categorized as non-conservers, because better than two-thirds were non-classifiable. In other words, the majority of subjects could not recognize sameness on any step of the mass conservation task. (Refer to Tables 3, 4, and 5.)
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Summary

This study has investigated the influence of social class and sex of the child on the development of the capacity to conserve among four-year-old children. The assumptions were formulated in the following three hypotheses: (a) a majority of preschool children four years of age, would demonstrate an understanding of number, liquid, and mass conservation; (b) social class differences would influence the development of the ability to conserve among four-year-old children; (c) there would be a difference in the ability of four-year-old boys and girls of the same age, in their ability to conserve.

Collection of data was accomplished by interviewing forty preschool children on their ability to conserve. Twenty subjects, ten boys and ten girls, were selected from the Utah State University Child Development Laboratory. The remaining twenty children, ten boys and ten girls, attended Millville Headstart. All subjects were four years of age. At three separate times, each child was tested individually on three conservation tasks, number, liquid, and mass. A warm-up item was initiated before task one to help establish rapport between the subject and examiner and to provide base line data on the subject's comprehension of necessary vocabulary. This warm-up period consisted of a discussion of the concepts "same" and "more" with two rows of red cuisenaire rods, each row containing six rods. These rods, or blocks as they were referred to, were matched in a one-to-one correspondence and were also transformed so that one row contained more blocks than
the other row. For the first task, number conservation, two rows of round chips were utilized. One row contained five red chips; the other row, five blue chips. The transformations involved lengthening and shortening the row of red chips. After each transformation, reversibility was utilized by rematching the two rows of chips in a one-to-one relation. Four glass containers and a pitcher of red water were employed for task two, liquid conservation. Two identical glasses contained the same amount of water. The water was transformed by pouring it into a tall, thin glass and into a short, wide glass. After each transformation, the process was reversed by pouring the liquid back into the identical container. For task three, mass conservation, the subject selected two identical balls from an array of four balls of play dough. Of the four balls, two were identical in size, one was much larger, and the other ball was much smaller. There were two transformations. One of the two identical balls was rolled into a worm first, and then later, flattened into a pancake. The transformations were reversed by rolling the play dough into a ball after each change in shape.

The findings indicated that almost none of the four-year-old children were able to conserve. Because a majority of the children could not conserve, differences resulting from sex and social class could not emerge. Therefore, none of the hypotheses were supported by the data.

Conclusion

From the findings of this study, it may be concluded that the development of the capacity to conserve is so limited among four-year-old children that the influence of social class and sex of the child on conservation ability remains unknown.
Recommendations for Further Research

At this young age level, no meaningful differences were apparent between the two economic class levels represented by the middle-class USU Laboratory children and the lower-class Headstart children. In comparison, another group of lower-class subjects representing a more culturally disadvantaged group might have displayed more obvious disparities. The Millville Headstart children, although economically disadvantaged, exhibited many of the same values and attitudes as those held by middle-class children. Some observable differences might have been manifested if older children from both economic levels were compared, because more of the subjects at an older age level would be capable of conserving.

In this particular study, the conservation tasks were presented in the following order: first, number; second, liquid; and third, mass. It might be beneficial in some future research study to reverse the order of presentation of these conservation tasks. If mass conservation was introduced first, this might have an effect on the recognition of conservation in the other two tasks. Literature on conservation has stated that number conservation appears to be the easiest to acquire and is, therefore, attained before the other types of conservation. Research on the order of attainment of the various types of conservation could be very helpful.

Nothing was investigated in this study concerning intelligence of the subjects and their ability to conserve. Feigenbaum (1962) found a strong positive correlation between IQ as measured by the Stanford Binet and ability to solve the conservation problems. Dodwell (1960),
Elkind (1961a), and Hood (1962) also positively related intelligence to number conservation.

More research could be done and needs to be done in discovering how children learn to conserve. Some researchers claim that training in reversibility and reinforcement helps a child learn to conserve. Others claim that experiences with addition and subtraction and one-to-one correspondence benefit a child in learning number conservation. What experiences best prepare the child for the mental operations required for conservation? This knowledge would aid researchers in assessing a subject's true ability to conserve. As was stated earlier, a great deal of research has been done on Piaget's concept of conservation, but there still remains much that could be done.
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APPENDIX
Data Collection Sheet I.

Child's name ____________________________ Sex ____________

Child's age ____________________________ Test Date ____________________________

Task 1: Number Conservation

Who has more?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Same</th>
<th>Examiner's Red Chips</th>
<th>Subject's Blue Chips</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) Red chips spread out</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Chips are matched again</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Red chips compressed together</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chips are matched again

Explanations:

a) __________________________________________

b) __________________________________________

c) __________________________________________

Classification of Explanations:

|----------------|-------------|--------------|

Irrelevant |
No Response |

Comments:
Data Collection Sheet II.

Child's name ________________________________ Sex ____________

Child's age ____________________________ Test Date __________________

Task 2: Liquid Conservation

Who has more?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Two identical glasses</th>
<th>Same</th>
<th>Examiner's Glass</th>
<th>Subject's Glass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) Poured into tall, thin glass</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Poured into identical glass</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Poured into short, wide glass</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Poured into identical glass

Explanations:

a) _____________________________________________

______________________________

b) _____________________________________________

______________________________

c) _____________________________________________

______________________________

Classification of Explanations:

Conservation | a. | b. | c.
Perceptual | | | |
Irrelevant | | | |
No Response | | | |

Comments:
Data Collection Sheet III.

Child's name ____________________________ Sex __________

Child's age ____________________________ Test Date ____________________________

Task 3: Mass Conservation

Who has more?  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Two similar balls</th>
<th>Same</th>
<th>Examiner's Play Dough</th>
<th>Subject's Play Dough</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) Worm shape formed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Two similar balls</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Pancake shape formed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two similar balls

Explanations:

a) __________________________________________

b) __________________________________________

c) __________________________________________

Classification of Explanations:

Conservation a. b. c.
Perceptual |
Irrelevant |
No Response |

Comments:
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